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Introduction

Candidates found the paper accessible and displayed a good deal of technical skill.
They showed familiarity with and appreciation of the topics tested and standard
methods were well known and often accurately applied.
The quality of presentation was generally good with solutions showing logical steps
making the work easy to follow. The questions that proved most challenging were the
latter parts of question 5 and questions 7 and question 8.
Report on individual questions
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Report on individual questions
Question 1
Candidates used a great number of approaches to this question, often missing one or
more of the critical values. The most successful solutions used the given forms and then
a graph sketch was drawn with critical points identified. Others manipulated the
expressions in various ways and attempted to find the solutions of higher order
equations and used appropriate tables or graphs to determine the correct final intervals.
Weaker candidates simply cross-multiplied, sketched a quadratic and missed two of the
critical values.

Question 2
There were typically two approaches to part (a): Candidates either differentiated the
expression as presented or multiplied out the brackets first. The awkwardness of
differentiating triple terms confused some as did the plethora of similar terms. Most
candidates overcame these difficulties, but the incorrect answer k = 2 was common.
Part (b) was routine for most, with only a small number giving f(0) the x value 0.

Question 3
Most candidates were well prepared and calculated the correct integrating factor and
used it effectively. A few candidates omitted to divide through by x and others could not
deal with e5 ln x. Integration by parts was almost always recognised and usually done
well. A few candidates forgot to include a constant of integration and lost marks for
their final answer

Question 4
This was another well practised and executed question. Parts (a) and (b) were routinely
completed. Most candidates multiplied out the brackets and many took the more
efficient binomial route. In part (c) the standard use of a list to illustrate how all but the
end terms cancelled was well understood by almost all. A very small number rewrote
the terms and corresponding limits to achieve the same result and this was usually well
done. The main problem encountered by candidates was the 2 in the summation. All too
often the summation was forgotten and 2 rather than 2n was used.
Question 5
Parts (a) and (b) were straight forward for the majority of candidates, but part (c) turned
out to be a serious challenge for many. There were a wide variety of possible
approaches, but the most common error was the assertion that the imaginary part of z
was zero rather than that of w. Many candidates automatically inverted the relationship
to express z in terms of w, a step which could be developed but was not a necessary
move. Some candidates found concise ways to prove the result; others displayed their
ability to handle substantial algebraic manipulations. Unfortunately, many floundered,
trying various approaches only to abandon them.

Question 6
The general approach was well known and the question was often well done. Nearly all
candidates readily identified the required angle, quoted the area under a curve and made
good progress. The use of a double angle formula was well known, but there were
occasional slips. Sometimes candidates miscalculated the area of the triangle and failing
to explain their approach, or showing sufficient detail to make it plain, lost credit for
their efforts. Most saw the need to find the area of the triangle and subtract it but a few
did not.
Question 7
Part (a) was generally done well and presented clearly. Expanding the binomial was
usually well done and many identified the imaginary parts, equated and established the
conclusion. Weaker candidates thought they had to equate real parts and some struggled
with the algebra with numerous slips in their attempt. In part (b) a significant minority
ignored the factor of 5 in the given equation and so made limited progress.
Unfortunately the solutions from negative roots as well as 0 and π were often
overlooked.
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Question 8
Stronger candidates found part (a) routine and often made good progress. However,
some got their variables mixed up in the complementary function and others got the
wrong sign on the power of e. Most stated the correct standard form of the particular
integral and completed the necessary calculations successfully to find their coefficients.
A common error was then to ascribe them to the wrong trigonometric term. Part(c) was
a challenge to the majority of candidates and was rarely completed successfully even by
otherwise capable candidates.
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